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You have plenty of clothes but nothing to wear. shop cleverly and economically; You can --
and appearance fashionable and spend less. Chic Simple Women's Closet will help you pick
what to retain in your closet and what to discard; If you could only start over. and develop a
unique personal design that truly works. What clothes suit my lifestyle? By requesting a few
simple questions: Who am I? How? and an international directory of shops. The answers can
help you learn to gown for any occasion, choose the best clothes and add-ons for the body
type, and appearance smashing from morning hours to evening. Chic Simple Women's
Wardrobe may be the book that may eliminate all your fashion angst and help to make
obtaining dressed fun again. What do I love to put on? In addition, become familiar with
to:CUT COSTS BY BUYING THE RIGHT OUTFIT THE FIRST TIMESHOP IN YOUR CLOSETEXPAND
YOUR WARDROBE BY MIXING VERSATILE Items FROM DIFFERENT OUTFITSAPPLY THE BRAND NEW
CORPORATE CASUAL LOOKTRANSFORM A WORK SUIT FOR A Evening ON THE TOWNDRESS
FOR AN INTERVIEW, WEDDING, OR PARTYTRAVEL LIGHT AND IN STYLEThe reserve also contains
such practical information as a glossary of fashion terms and components, regional dressing
guidelines, treatment and maintainance tips.
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Influenced me to prune my closet This book isn't exactly what I expected. simply no lo se pero
lo que si se sera que tanto el libro de mujer como el de hombre child los mejores libros que he
comprado de este tipo, he visto y comprado otros y la verdad dejan mucho que desear pero
este libro definitivamente es el mejor, lo que gastes en el, es una excelente inversion compralo !
It influenced me to prune my closet and you should think about quality. The fashions shown in
photos are relatively outdated, but the information is still relevant. Good, however, not as
specific as I was looking for This is a good book in the event that you often, as I am, finding
yourself at sea either in clothing stores or in your own closet. It gives you a concept for a
simple wardrobe which to build, and then ideas for special events.!! It has great contents and
information. Good but not great advice for wardrobe building This Chic Simple book is written
for those who have a closetful of clothes but nothing ever to wear. It helps women pull
collectively a complete wardrobe and focuses on such important elements as:*style*elements of
clothing (color, fabric, texture)*clothes (underwear,outerwear,matches etc)*care of
clothes*definitions/glossary of style jargonThe book is quite well illustrated with color images
and drawing. It does not give particular advice and appears to be written even more for
those in the clothes business/style designers. But overall, i enjoyed this publication. A Must
Have! It really is set up similar to a coffee table book than a how-to. LOVE IT One of my
favourite books - I really like it. The clothes are traditional and you will learn how to save
money with the examples that they provide.! Well worth the amount of money - this is a book
that you will keep and appearance through again and again. LOVE THIS BOOK I ordered this
reserve for my daughter, she's fifteen and loves fashion. I understand this book On a regular
basis.! will need to have even in 2015 useful even in 2015timelessclassic All Time Preferred
Career Book This book is timeless. Kim Johnson Gross comes with an incredible attention for style
and quality, each and every item of clothes in the publication is exquisite. I would like to buy
all of them if which were possible. This publication is certainly CHIC, and Kim makes it look
SIMPLE. Four Stars Great book for style with great photographs.!! It talked a lot about types of
fabrics and cuts, and items only fashion designers have to know.! Si quieres comprate un libro
sobre el buen vestir en la mujer, no busques mas, este sera el libro, lo unico que simply no
comprendo es ¿que paso con los autores? He entrado a su internet y ya no esta vigente ¿se
habran peleado? It discusses the components that are key to a wardrobe, not just a
superficial appear at fashions.! Best book! Once again classic design and what things to
maintain in a wardrobe.What I didn't like about the book is that it didn't have sufficient of the
basic, this is what you should purchase information.
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